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ItIt’’s relevance and effectiveness ?s relevance and effectiveness ?

How does Montessori education How does Montessori education 
encourage and foster a childencourage and foster a child’’s self s self 
concept ? concept ? 



�� You cannot teach a man anything You cannot teach a man anything 

,you can help  him find it within     ,you can help  him find it within     

himself  himself  -- GalileoGalileo



Value of errorValue of error

�� IndependenceIndependence

�� Trust Trust 

�� Self esteem Self esteem 

�� Expertise Expertise 

�� Self monitoring Self monitoring 



By protecting our 
children from every 
one  of life’s 
disappointments by 
prohibiting 
the natural course  of 
inevitable failures  
We are doing our 
children no favours 



�� ““Research has shown that the ability to Research has shown that the ability to 
retain information that we teach others is retain information that we teach others is 
up to 90% successful, as opposed to a up to 90% successful, as opposed to a 
retention rate of 5% for a piece of retention rate of 5% for a piece of 
information that a person has simply information that a person has simply 
been told.been told.”” (Meighan, 2004(Meighan, 2004))



What is your job as a parent ?What is your job as a parent ?

�� To protect your child To protect your child 

�� To raise a  child who To raise a  child who 

will thrive in a situation will thrive in a situation 



““ How can a nought How can a nought 

(zero) correct (zero) correct 

anyoneanyone’’s defectss defects””

--Montessori Montessori 



Walking on the line Walking on the line 

If a child walks in the wrong direction , we may be If a child walks in the wrong direction , we may be 

tempted to turn her around  ,but if we wait, the  tempted to turn her around  ,but if we wait, the  

child will see her own mistake or others will guide child will see her own mistake or others will guide 

her .her .



Stumbling leads walking !!!!!   Stumbling leads walking !!!!!   

Stand back and allow  Stand back and allow  

independence to develop independence to develop 



To overcome fear & encourage To overcome fear & encourage 
children to learn from their mistakes children to learn from their mistakes 

�� Transfer teaching & correcting to Transfer teaching & correcting to 

the environment  where child get the environment  where child get 

feedback without an adult feedback without an adult 

interference  and is self motivated interference  and is self motivated 

�� Develop a friendly attitude towards Develop a friendly attitude towards 

error error 



ERROR ERROR 
�� Error is not feared in Error is not feared in 

Montessori : it is Montessori : it is 

picked up shaken like picked up shaken like 

a wrapped present  , a wrapped present  , 

opened ,examined opened ,examined 

smelled , jiggled  up smelled , jiggled  up 

and down a few times  and down a few times  

and then left  aside in and then left  aside in 

search of something search of something 

else .else .



�� One of the pillars of Montessori One of the pillars of Montessori 
method is method is ““ the control of Error.the control of Error.””
Through the specially designed Through the specially designed 
prepared environment, the child prepared environment, the child 
learns to control is own errors. He learns to control is own errors. He 
learns that errors are not events learns that errors are not events 
that happened to him, they are that happened to him, they are 
events that he makes to happen as events that he makes to happen as 
he interacts with his world. They he interacts with his world. They 
are by products of that interaction. are by products of that interaction. 
He learns to accept full He learns to accept full 
responsibility  for the errors he responsibility  for the errors he 
makes .makes .



– rather than correcting 
the child overtly, the 
Montessori materials 
have a ‘control of error’, 
i.e. rather like a jigsaw 
puzzle if they are not 
worked correctly, they 
cannot be completed. 
This lack of formal 
correction helps to retain 
the child’s self 
confidence 



Montessori attempted .Montessori attempted .

�� ““ to cultivate a to cultivate a 

friendly feeling friendly feeling 

forwards error,to forwards error,to 

treat it as a treat it as a 

companion companion 

inseparable from our inseparable from our 

lives as something lives as something 

having a having a 

purpose,which truly it  purpose,which truly it  

hashas”” _AB page 246_AB page 246

�� ..what matters is not ..what matters is not 

so much correction in so much correction in 

itself as that each itself as that each 

individual should individual should 

become aware of his become aware of his 

own errors . Each own errors . Each 

should  have a means should  have a means 

of checking so that he of checking so that he 

can tell if he is right or can tell if he is right or 

not  not  AB page 265 AB page 265 



Self esteem Self esteem 

��Self esteem  has to Self esteem  has to 

built one step by step built one step by step 

��Encourage self Encourage self 

esteem by esteem by 

encouraging encouraging 

independence   . independence   . 

��Self esteem is not Self esteem is not 

built on praise but built on praise but 

respect for the child respect for the child 

,allowing him to try in ,allowing him to try in 

his own way .his own way .



........”” respond with a word of respond with a word of 

approval, encourage him with a approval, encourage him with a 

smile like that of a mother to her smile like that of a mother to her 

baby. For perfection and baby. For perfection and 

confidence must develop in the confidence must develop in the 

child from inner sources which child from inner sources which 

the teacher has nothing to dothe teacher has nothing to do””
(The absorbent mind (The absorbent mind ––discipline and the teacher )discipline and the teacher )



�� ChildChild--initiated learning is an initiated learning is an 

essential part of a range of learning essential part of a range of learning 

activities that young children need activities that young children need 

to experience in order to to experience in order to 

understand the world around them understand the world around them 



Child Child ––initiated  initiated  

�� ‘‘A self initiated activity is an activity A self initiated activity is an activity 

wholly decided on by the child and is the wholly decided on by the child and is the 

result of an intrinsic motivation to result of an intrinsic motivation to 

explore a project, or express an idea. In explore a project, or express an idea. In 

doing this the child may make use of a doing this the child may make use of a 

variety of resources and demonstrate a variety of resources and demonstrate a 

complex range of knowledge, skills and complex range of knowledge, skills and 

understanding.understanding.’’ (QCA, 2008)(QCA, 2008)



Why childWhy child--initiated learning is initiated learning is 

so importantso important

‘‘Children learn when they are given Children learn when they are given 

appropriate responsibility, allowed to appropriate responsibility, allowed to 

make errors, decisions and choices, and make errors, decisions and choices, and 

are respected as autonomous and are respected as autonomous and 

competent learners.competent learners.’’ (DfES, 2002)(DfES, 2002)



�� ‘‘ChildChild--initiated learning enables the initiated learning enables the 

children to work with confidence, children to work with confidence, 

persevering for incredibly long periods persevering for incredibly long periods 

of time and working at levels far higher of time and working at levels far higher 

than those sometimes identified in the than those sometimes identified in the 

planned curriculumplanned curriculum..’’

�� (Corfield, 2005)(Corfield, 2005)



It is the correct use of the 

control of error which 

enables children to become 

independent learners. To 

get to this point we need to 

understand that, in the  

Montessori curriculum, 

getting the correct answer 
is never the goal



Cylinder blocks Cylinder blocks 

Control of Control of 

error is error is 

obvious and obvious and 

mechanical mechanical 







Rearranging cubes so lid will  Rearranging cubes so lid will  

close close 



Laying out 

Sorting 

Checking answer  



A child who does not 
perceive that he has 
made a mistake will 
benefit nothing from 
being told of his error. 





Churchill remarked Churchill remarked 

that that ‘‘success is success is 

not final, failure is not final, failure is 

not fatal not fatal 



�� ““ train himself to observe; that he train himself to observe; that he 

be led to make comparisons be led to make comparisons 

between objects ,to form between objects ,to form 

judgements  ,to reason and to judgements  ,to reason and to 

decidedecide””

�� Dr. Montessori own handbook Dr. Montessori own handbook 


